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Abstract
With ubiquitous computing and network access now a reality, multiple network conduits are become widely
available to mobile as well as static hosts: for instance wired connections, 802.11 style wireless LANs, Bluetooth, and
cellular phone modems. Selection of the preferred mode of data transfer is a dynamic optimization problem which
depends on the type of application, its bandwidth/latency/jitter requirements, current network conditions (such as
congestion or traﬃc patterns), cost, power consumption, battery life, and so on. Furthermore, since wireless bandwidth
is likely to remain a scarce resource, we foresee scenarios wherein mobile hosts will require simultaneous data transfer
across multiple IP interfaces to obtain higher overall bandwidth.
We present a brief overview of existing work which enables the simultaneous use of multiple network interfaces and
identify the applicability as well as strengths and weaknesses of these related approaches. We then propose a new
mechanism to aggregate the bandwidth of multiple IP paths by splitting a data ﬂow across multiple network interfaces
at the IP level. We have analyzed the performance characteristics of our aggregation scheme and demonstrate significant gains when the network paths being aggregated have similar bandwidth and latency characteristics. In addition,
our method is transparent to transport (TCP/UDP) and higher layers, and allows the use of multiple network interfaces
to enhance reliability. Our analysis identiﬁes the conditions under which the proposed scheme, or any other scheme that
stripes a single TCP connection across multiple IP paths, can be used to increase throughput.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
As wireless networks, services, and computing
continue their explosive growth it is clear that
multiple network transport mechanisms will become available to hosts. For instance, a mobile host
might have access to the Internet via multiple networking technologies such as Bluetooth, wireless
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LANs (802.11, Airport LANs, Ricochet, etc.), and
cellular phone modems where each technology has
a corresponding service provider. Selecting which
service to use for data transfer is a dynamic optimization problem which should track time varying attributes which might include bandwidth/
throughput, latency, jitter, quality of service (QoS)
requirements, cost, power consumption, residual
battery life, interference, and traﬃc patterns. Also,
wireless bandwidth is a scarce resource which is
unlikely to improve at the same pace as the rapid
growth in bandwidth available via wired networks.
Hence it is probable that mobile users will want to
simultaneously stream data across multiple network interfaces in order to best make use of all
available bandwidth. Therefore, this paper investigates the simultaneous use of multiple network
interfaces to enhance the overall bandwidth available to a wireless node. An immediate secondary
advantage is increased reliability, for example if
one network interface goes down or one network
path becomes severely congested the end-to-end
connection is not interrupted.
In some cases, such as military applications,
multiple identical or very similar network access
mechanisms are provided for the sake of reliability
in hostile environments. Although though the
primary motivation for providing redundant network access is reliability, it would be desirable to
stream distinct data packets across all interfaces
simultaneously whenever possible. This would be a
‘‘performance-enhancement’’ mode. When reliability becomes an issue, the data transfer could
switch to a ‘‘reliability ﬁrst’’ mode, where two or
more identical copies of the data stream might be
sent across multiple access points in the hope that
at least one reaches its destination. Ideally there

would be no hard cutoﬀ between the performanceenhancement and reliability ﬁrst modes. In general
a mixture could exist, for example only duplicate
lost packets for transfer across multiple interfaces.
Furthermore, the transition between performanceenhancement and reliability ﬁrst modes should
happen dynamically in reaction to the environment.
1.1. Problem deﬁnition
Fig. 1 illustrates the case when hosts A and B
want to communicate via the Internet and both
have multiple transport conduits. For instance, host
A might be a laptop at an airport with access to the
Internet via an 802.11 LAN (say interface A1 ), a
Bluetooth scatternet (A2 ), and a cellular phone
modem (A3 ). In general, the IP addresses assigned to
interfaces A1 , A2 , and A3 will be controlled by separate Internet service providers (ISPs) who might in
turn implement ﬁrewalling to various degrees.
Suppose A wants to stream data to B across
multiple interfaces to enhance the overall bandwidth. Several questions arise when considering
the possible ways to achieve this eﬀect. Should the
data stream be split into multiple streams at the
application level? In this case the application
would open multiple connections across diﬀerent
network interfaces and be responsible for splitting
the data stream at the server and merging it
properly at the client. This approach might be too
cumbersome and restrictive since the number of
connections might have to be decided in advance
in order to ﬁgure out how many ﬂows to split the
traﬃc into. Alternatively, should the splitting be
done at transport layer or at the network layer? In
essence we are considering this general question of
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striping a connection across multiple IP interfaces
for bandwidth aggregation.
1.2. Related work
Bandwidth aggregation across multiple channels has been considered in the literature in varying contexts and for diﬀerent applications and
scenarios, distinct from those considered in this
paper. For instance, multi-link PPP [1,2] is designed to aggregate multiple logical data channels.
Since PPP was intended to operate at the data link
layer, below the IP level [3–5], the multi-link PPP
extension bundles multiple data-link level channels
into a single logical link. In the scenario we are
considering, links have diﬀerent IP addresses assigned and controlled by completely independent
ISPs. It is highly unlikely that independent ISPs
will allow arbitrary users to bundle their links into
‘‘one logical link’’. Thus, PPP would have to run
on top of the IP layer which is not its intended use,
and has its own set of diﬃculties.
Multi-path and QoS routing have been considered in wired as well as wireless networks, a sampling can be found in [6–15]. Multi-path routing in
wired networks concentrates mainly on the network
layer. The issue of splitting a single connection into
multiple streams is not addressed. Multi-path and
QoS routing work in mobile ad hoc networks also
focuses on routing at the network layer. Here the
assumption is that there is a single radio interface
which is used to ﬁnd distinct routes to a destination
via multiple neighbors within listening range of the
source. This is diﬀerent from considering multiple
interfaces and striping the same connection across
those interfaces. We would like to point out that
the issues addressed in multi-path QoS routing are
relevant to the problem at hand: it would be good
to use disjoint shortest path pairs, incorporate
QoS attributes, etc. Fundamentally, however, these
issues are diﬀerent from the problem of eﬃciently
striping a single connection across multiple IP
paths. Thus the multi-path QoS routing results
found in the literature can be used in conjunction
with a connection-striping scheme.
Bandwidth aggregation has also been considered in the context of storage systems and high
volume data or ﬁle servers, for instance [16–19].
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Typical storage-server architectures are conﬁned
to within a LAN having a single controlling authority. Note that within a LAN it is possible to do
bandwidth aggregation at the MAC layer. For
instance, CiscoÕs EtherChannel [20] provides
bandwidth aggregation across multiple Ethernet
links. This product targets the extremely high instantaneous bandwidth requirements between a
data-server and nodes which service queries in
typical database applications. Likewise, a recent
IETF draft from the HP storage systems group
[19] deals with exploiting ultra wide-band SCSI
connections for distributed storage. They simply
mention the problems associated with trying to
aggregate multiple IP paths into a single TCP
connection; they do not propose a solution.
The recently proposed stream control transmission protocol (SCTP, RFC 2960, and [21–25])
comes closest to solving the problem at hand.
SCTP is a new transport level protocol which
supports multi-streaming and multi-homing (a host
having multiple IP addresses). A recently proposed
extension [26] would allow the dynamic addition/
deletion of IP addresses at both the source and
destination. However, in its current form SCTP
does not perform load-sharing, that is multihoming is used only for redundancy [24] as follows.
A single IP address is chosen as the primary address
for a connection, meaning the destination to which
all normally transmitted data chunks are sent.
Retransmitted data chunks may use an alternate
destination address to improve the probability of
reaching a remote endpoint. Persistent send failures
to a primary address will ultimately result in
choosing a new primary address for the connection.
To the best of our knowledge bandwidth aggregation across multiple IP paths has not been
considered in the context of mobile/wireless networks where we believe it will be a real issue. In the
following sections we propose a new mechanism
for bandwidth aggregation across multiple IP
paths and analyze its performance.

2. Proposed aggregation mechanism
We propose a bandwidth aggregation solution
at the network (IP) layer. The idea is to manipulate
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the routing entities (daemons, tables, etc.) so as to
send packets through diﬀerent network interfaces.
This approach has the following advantages:
ii(i) To transport, application, and higher layers
the data stream looks like a single ﬂow.
Therefore all existing applications can beneﬁt
transparently without being rewritten to explicitly do stream splitting themselves.
i(ii) This approach is independent of underlying
network technologies, e.g. 802.11, Bluetooth.
The prevalence of TCP/IP makes IP support
likely for most common network technologies. Note that even if the actual network
layer protocol is not IP, we propose implementing aggregation at the network level.
(iii) The proposed approach can be highly dynamic. If the route through an interface becomes congested packets can simply be sent
through an alternate interface. In the discussion that follows we show some problems that
can arise from this approach.
(iv) Reliability can be enhanced. If one interface
goes down an alternate interface can be used.
i(v) Likewise, once such a mechanism is available
it could be employed to optimize parameters
other than reliability, such as power consumption, latency, jitter, etc.
Since TCP is used more predominantly than
UDP from inter-LAN communication, we illustrate our method for TCP (although it can also be
used for UDP ﬂows). For the purpose of illustration, assume that node A is the source and node B
is the destination, as shown in Fig. 1. The IP address associated with interface Ai is denoted
AddrðAi Þ, and the IP address associated with interface Bi is denoted AddrðBi Þ. Assume that A only
knows how to reach B using the IP address associated with interface B1 . For now, also assume that
A will only send data to B using interface B1 , the
more general case where both A and B use multiple
interfaces will be considered later.
For the scenario described above, the initial
SYN packet for the TCP connection from A to B
goes through interfaces A1 and B1 . The TCP stack
at host B notes that the source address of the
connection is associated with interface A1 , i.e.

AddrðA1 Þ. Likewise the connection identiﬁer at A
has AddrðB1 Þ as the destination address for the
connection. Now suppose the application at A
requires more bandwidth and packets from the
single transport layer connection with B are simultaneously routed through an alternate network
interface, say interface A2 . This leads to the following problems:
i(i) Typically the source address of a packet is the
address associated with the interface through
which it is transmitted. Therefore, packets
from a connection that was established with
source address AddrðA1 Þ will contain the unrecognized source address AddrðA2 Þ when sent
through A2 . When the packet reaches its destination, B, it is not recognized as belonging to
an established connection since a TCP connection is uniquely identiﬁed by the 4-tuple
(source IP address, source port, destination
IP address, destination port). The packet is
then dropped by B.
(ii) Alternatively, suppose the source address
AddrðA1 Þ is assigned to packets sent out
through A2 . As a side eﬀect, these packets
now appear spoofed to intermediate routers.
For security reasons spoofed packets are almost certainly dropped by ISPs. Therefore
packets sent through A2 still fail to reach the
destination application at B.
Our solution to these problems is to employ
tunneling. At the sender side, A, the transport layer
assembles all packets as if they were going
through A1 and addressed to B1 . The packets
going out interface A2 then get encapsulated in a
new IP packet with an extra header having destination address B1 and source address A2 . The protocol ﬁeld for the outer header should be IP-in-IP
(also used for tunneling in the mobile IP standard
and implementations [27–30]). The destination, B,
can then recognize IP-in-IP packets and strip the
outer header. This leaves the original packet with
proper source and destination addresses to be
delivered up the network stack to TCP in a
transparent manner. The TCP stack at B is
unaware that A tunneled the packet through an
alternate interface.
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Note that the same tunneling mechanism can be
used when B is accepting data on multiple interfaces. For instance, to send a packet through interfaces A3 and B2 , the original packet (having
source and destination addresses AddrðA1 Þ and
AddrðB1 Þ respectively) is encapsulated in a packet
having source address AddrðA3 Þ and destination
address AddrðB2 Þ. The receiving IP stack at B
strips the outer header, realizes that the inside
packet is for an existing TCP connection, and
transparently passes it to TCP.
While this scheme presents a feasible solution, it
raises the following issues:
ii(i) How does a source learn multiple IP addresses
for a destination and vice versa?
i(ii) Many radio technologies operate in the same
frequency band, for example Bluetooth and
802.11. Using Bluetooth and 802.11 simultaneously might lead to interference between
the two, causing degraded performance.
(iii) The IP-in-IP encapsulation adds some processing overhead.
(iv) TCP performance could be adversely eﬀected.
TCP was designed to work well across a single
network path, not multiple paths. If the bandwidth/delay characteristics of two paths are
substantially diﬀerent packets sent on the lower bandwidth path will cause timeouts and/or
fast retransmits. This will cause the sender to
throttle its transmission rate via congestion
window reduction, slow start, and other congestion avoidance mechanisms employed by
TCP. The net eﬀect could be that the lower
bandwidth path ‘‘drags down’’ the higher
bandwidth path. This would defeat the original purpose of using multiple interfaces simultaneously, in which case using only the higher
bandwidth path would be optimal.
We address each of the above issues in turn. The
ﬁrst three are discussed in the remainder of this
section while the following section considers the
forth issue.
The ﬁrst issue is how to make A and B aware of
any alternate IP addresses the other may have. To
accomplish this, IP and/or TCP headers and their
processing would have to be modiﬁed. This is
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similar to the solution found in SCTP which allows connection initialization chunks to list multiple addresses. While such modiﬁcations might
interfere with interoperability, we believe that
adding addition header ﬁelds or utilizing unused
ﬁelds is a fairly transparent solution.
The second question, as to whether using multiple interfaces is tantamount to creating self interference, for example when the same wireless
spectrum is used, is beyond the scope of this work
and highly technology speciﬁc. While Bluetooth
and 802.11 occupy the same frequency band, cellular phone modems and the projected wideband
CDMA do not. In the latter case the radio interference issue is non-existent. With the rapid
growth in wireless technologies and services, various transport conduits are unlikely to use the same
technology and/or spectrum. In addition, since our
solution is at the IP level it can be applied to wired
scenarios as well. A typical desktop at a campus
today may have a wired Ethernet connection as
well as an 802.11 wireless LAN connection, where
the wireless cell data rate might be 11 Mbps or
higher. The proposed connection striping scheme
could be applied in this case, with some packets
being sent across the wired interface and some
across the wireless link. In this case there is obviously no interference between the two interfaces.
The third issue deals with the IP-in-IP overhead. Experimental data shows that this overhead
is negligible (see Section 5). Note that packets sent
on the primary path, i.e. the path over which the
TCP SYN packet was sent that established the
source and destination addresses, need not be
tunneled and do not incur the IP-in-IP encapsulation overhead. Assuming that the primary path
is the highest bandwidth path, most of the packets
are then free from the IP-in-IP overhead. Furthermore, without tunneling the lower bandwidth
path(s) are not used at all. By employing the
proposed scheme, one can hope to utilize at least
some part of the spare capacity of the lower
bandwidth path(s). Thus any added bandwidth
utilization is available for free, meaning it is simply
not realizable by the conventional single path TCP
connection, in this sense the term ‘‘overhead’’ is a
misnomer. In addition, the minimal encapsulation
proposed in the mobile IP standard [29] along with
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header compression techniques can be employed
to mitigate any IP-in-IP overhead.
Now only the question of TCP performance
remains. This is considered in detail in Section 4,
but ﬁrst a quantitative analysis of data splitting in
general is presented.

3. Splitting a data stream
Splitting a single transport layer (TCP) stream
into multiple network layer (IP) streams can be
accomplished in many ways. In this section we
present an analytical model of a network path and
ﬁnd how data should be divided between paths to
best make use of available network resources in
order to maximize overall throughput. However,
an exact packet scheduling algorithm is not considered since many speciﬁc methods for packet
scheduling could be used, each having various
tradeoﬀs, the study of which is beyond the current
scope and a matter for future work.

The following simplifying assumptions are
made to make the ensuing analysis more manageable:
• The eﬀective bandwidth of a path is constant
throughout the lifetime of a TCP connection,
this allows the time dependency to be dropped
from (1) and (2).
• All data packets sent along path i have the same
size, pi .
• There is no delay between when a packet is received and when the corresponding ACK is
sent, that is dk ¼ 0 in (2).
• All ACKs are sent back on the reverse path
through which the TCP SYN packet was sent.
We also assume that ACK packets are much
smaller than data packets. Since all ACKs are
sent back on the same path, the latency of transmission for all ACKs can be assumed to be the
same, DACK .
These assumptions simplify (2) and the RTT of a
packet sent along path i becomes

3.1. Analytical path model
ri ¼ li ðpi Þ þ DACK ¼
Consider two network nodes, node A and node
B, where node A is sending data to node B. Assume
there are N distinct paths from A to B, where the
time needed to send a packet along path i is a
linear function of packet size. That is, the one-way
latency of the kth packet of size pk , sent from A to
B along path i at time t is
lABi ðpk ; tÞ ¼

pk
þ cABi ðtÞ:
bABi ðtÞ

ð1Þ

Given this model, bABi ðtÞ and cABi ðtÞ correspond to
the eﬀective bandwidth and propagation delay,
respectively, of the ith path from A to B at time t.
From this one-way latency, the round-trip time
(RTT) of the kth packet becomes
rðpk ; qk ; tÞ ¼ lABi ðpk ; tÞ þ dk
þ lBAi0 ðqk ; t þ lABi ðpk ; tÞ þ dk Þ;

ð2Þ

where dk is the delay between when packet k is
received and when the corresponding ACK is sent,
and qk is the size of the packet sent from B to A
containing the ACK.

pi
þ ci þ DACK :
bi

ð3Þ

3.2. Optimal portion of data sent on each path
To fully utilize the available network resources,
data should be sent on all paths between A and B
throughout the life of a TCP connection. In other
words, the time needed to send ni packets each of
size pi along path i should equal the total connection time, leaving no path idle during the connection. This means
L1 ðp1 ; n1 Þ ¼ L2 ðp2 ; n2 Þ ¼    ¼ LN ðpN ; nN Þ;

ð4Þ

where Li ðpi ; ni Þ is the total transfer time for data
sent on path i. Assuming packets are sent in a
pipelined fashion, where multiple packets are simultaneously in ﬂight, this total transfer time becomes
pi  ni
Li ðpi ; ni Þ 
þ ci :
ð5Þ
bi
The system of equations given in (4) then becomes
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n1  p1
n2  p2
nN  pN
þ c1 ¼
þ c2 ¼    ¼
þ cN :
b1
b2
bN

Due to its construction, this system of equations
has a unique solution given by
ð6Þ

Alternatively, this can be expressed in terms of the
total amount
Pof data, D, transferred from A to B
where D ¼ i ni pi . Noting that the fraction of
total data sent along path i is
ni  p i
;
ð7Þ
fi ¼
D
Eq. (6) becomes
D
D
D
 f1 þ c1 ¼  f2 þ c2 ¼    ¼
 fN þ cN ; ð8Þ
b1
b2
bN
where
f1 þ f2 þ    þ fN ¼ 1:
ð9Þ
The system of equations deﬁned by (8) and (9)
can be represented in matrix form as
Bf ¼ c:
ð10Þ
Here B is an N  N matrix whose elements are
deﬁned by
8 1
if j ¼ i
< bi
1
Bij ¼
b
if j ¼ i þ 1 for rows i < N ;
: iþ1
0
otherwise
Bij ¼ 1
for row i ¼ N ;
ð11Þ
f is a column vector whose elements are the fraction of data sent along the corresponding path, or
f i ¼ fi , and c is a column vector where

ðciþ1 ci Þ=D if i < N ;
ci ¼
1
if i ¼ N :
This makes (10)
2 1
b1
b2 1
6
b2 1
b3 1
6
6
..
6
6
.
6
4

32

f1
f2
..
.

f ¼ B 1 c:

ð13Þ

For large D, the terms ðci
zero, leading to the solution
fi ¼

ciþ1 Þ=D approach

bi
:
b1 þ b2 þ    þ bN

ð14Þ

In other words, the fraction of data sent along a
given path corresponds to the ratio of that pathÕs
bandwidth to the total available bandwidth. This
can be veriﬁed intuitively as follows.
For large D the transfer time, t, will be bandwidth dominated where from the pipelined transfer
assumption
t¼

D
btotal

and

btotal ¼ b1 þ b2 þ    þ bN :

ð15Þ

In this time the fraction of data sent along the ith
path, Di , is
Di ¼ bi  t ¼

bi  D
:
btotal

ð16Þ

The fraction of total data sent along path i is then
fi ¼

Di
bi
¼
:
D btotal

ð17Þ

Therefore, for large data transfers, data should
be partitioned across multiple paths according to
(14) in order to minimize the overall transfer time.

3

7
76
7
76
7
7
6
..
7
76
7
76
.
7
7
6
bN 1 1
bN 1 5 4 fN 1 5
fN
1 


1
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
f
B
3
2
ðc2 c1 Þ=D
6 ðc3 c2 Þ=D 7
7
6
7
6
..
7:
¼6
ð12Þ
.
7
6
7
6
4 ðcN cN 1 Þ=D 5
1
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
c
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4. TCP performance analysis
At the outset we would like to point out that the
proposed aggregation mechanism will enhance
UDP performance since UDP is connectionless
and there are no congestion control mechanisms
or retransmissions. Therefore, any asymmetry in
bandwidths and/or latency between diﬀerent network paths will impact the performance of UDP
applications much less than TCP applications,
making UDP the simpler case of the two. We have
therefore concentrated most of our eﬀorts on the
more diﬃcult and interesting case of splitting a
TCP connection across multiple IP paths.
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As previously mentioned, for TCP the use of
multiple paths together at the network layer may
lead to worse performance than when a single path
is used alone. This can mainly be attributed to the
two mechanisms listed below.
i(i) The bandwidth/delay mismatch between paths
causes packets sent on a lower capacity path to
arrive after the sender-side TCP has timed out.
In this case the late arriving packet needs to be
retransmitted. If this were the only drawback
one would expect to see only a slight degradation of performance when compared to using
a higher capacity path alone. Unfortunately,
with each timeout TCP drastically scales back
its congestion window and invokes slow-start,
thereby greatly under-utilizing the higher capacity path.
(ii) Most TCP implementations include the fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithms [31]. Even
if the TCP timeout values were set high enough
to prevent the scenario described above, fast retransmit still poses an independent problem.
For the purpose of illustration, suppose two
paths are being used and the ratio of the path
RTTs is 4. In addition, assume the ﬁrst packet
is transmitted on the lower bandwidth path
and the next four packets are transmitted on
the higher capacity path. The receipt of packets
2, 3, and 4 at the destination will cause the fast
retransmission of the ﬁrst packet (by the receiver-side TCP sending three duplicate ACKs for
packet 0), thereby wasting the prior transmission on the lower bandwidth path. Worse yet,
the recovery phase following a fast retransmission scales back the congestion window.
Both of these issues are addressed in detail
below. We ﬁrst consider the prevention of timeouts. After a brief overview of the problem in the
context of two paths we present an analytical
model for N paths. We then derive expressions
that show how much of a discrepancy in bandwidth can be tolerated without incurring timeouts.
The issue of fast retransmissions is then examined
where the number of duplicate acknowledgments
that can typically be expected is expressed in terms
of path bandwidth ratios.

4.1. TCP retransmission timeouts
For the sake of illustration, consider striping
TCP packets across two paths: a high bandwidth
path and a low bandwidth path. Timeouts will
happen only if the RTTs for packets sent across
the two paths are substantially diﬀerent. Noting
from (3) that the RTT can be split into two components, namely
p
RTT ¼ þ s;
b

ð18Þ

where p is the packet size, b is the bandwidth of the
path, and s includes all other delays such as signal
propagation delays of all hops, processing delays
at all intermediate routers, all delays associated
with acknowledgments (ACKs), etc.
If the RTTs for packets sent on all paths are
dominated by their respective p=b ratios, then a
bandwidth disparity between paths causes a corresponding disparity in RTTs. This in turn can
lead to frequent timeouts degrading performance.
On the other hand if the RTTs are dominated by s,
then a bandwidth disparity does not lead to a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in RTT. This may be the case
if the number of hops between the source and
destination is suﬃciently large, or if the transmission distance and hence propagation delay is sufﬁciently large. In such cases we expect to see
performance gains when multiple network interfaces are used simultaneously.
As an example, consider two paths with bandwidths of 160 and 40 Kbps, giving a bandwidth
ratio of 4:1. For full Ethernet sized packets
(around 1500 bytes per packet) being sent a single
hop between adjacent nodes the ‘‘other delays’’ in
(18) are negligible, since s is on the order of microseconds whereas the p=b ratios are hundreds of
milliseconds. In this case the RTTs are dominated
by the p=b ratios, implying that using the two
paths together may be worse than using the higher
capacity path by itself. Now consider two paths
with the same 4:1 bandwidth ratio, but with actual
bandwidths of 100 and 25 Mbps, and where the
destination is several hops away. Now the p=b
ratio for each path is on the order of hundreds of
microseconds, whereas s can be milliseconds. In
this case the RTTs are dominated by s implying
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that using the two paths together can be expected
to yield better overall performance than using the
higher capacity path alone.
Note that reducing the packet size p will help
mitigate the eﬀect of the p=b ratio on the RTT, and
hence allow a greater disparity in bandwidths. In
fact the packets queued for transmission on the
lower capacity path can be dynamically fragmented to equalize the p=b ratios of both paths.
Next we present a quantitative analysis of the
problem.
In current versions of TCP, the retransmission
timeout (RTO) for the ith packet is set as
RTOi ¼ Ri

1

þ K  Vi 1 ;

ð19Þ

where Ri 1 and Vi 1 are the current smoothed estimates of RTT and the deviation in RTT respectively (just prior to sending the ith packet), and K
is a constant factor (typically K ¼ 4). Ri and Vi are
deﬁned by the following recursive equations:
Ri ¼ a  R i

1

þ ð1

aÞRTTi ;

Vi ¼ b  Vi

1

þ ð1

bÞjRTTi

ð21Þ

where RTTi is the sampled RTT of the ith packet.
Eqs. (20) and (21) act as a low-pass ﬁlter on the
sampled RTT which smoothes transient variations.
The exact value of RTO will depend on the
sequence of RTT samples. In our multiple path
scenario, this will depend on the sequence of paths
chosen to send packets on. As an approximation,
the average RTT and average deviation in RTT
will be considered, when packets are sent along
paths according to (14).
From (7) and (14), the fraction of packets sent
along path i is given by
ni
bi =pi
¼ PN
:
ð22Þ
ntotal
k¼1 bk =pk
Assuming that the RTTs for each path are bandwidth dominated (i.e., ri  pi =bi ) this becomes
ni
1
ð23Þ
  PN
:
ntotal ri
k¼1 1=rk
The average RTT across all paths is then
r ¼

N
X
i¼1

ri 

ni
ntotal

¼ PN

v ¼

N
X

jri

1=rk

:

ð24Þ

ni

rj 

ntotal

i¼1

¼

N
X
i¼1

jri rj
 PN
:
ri
k¼1 1=rk

ð25Þ

Then from (19), no timeouts will occur if
ri < r þ K  v for 1 6 i 6 N :

ð26Þ

4.1.1. A two path example
While (26) ultimately determines if timeouts will
occur, a simple two path example is now considered to examine how much of a diﬀerence in RTTs
can be tolerated before timeouts occur. In this
scenario there are two paths between A and B,
meaning N ¼ 2. The RTTs of the paths are r1 and
r2 respectively, where we will assume that r1 6 r2
and that both are bandwidth dominated. The average RTT is then
r ¼

2  r1  r2
;
r1 þ r2

ð27Þ

and the average deviation in RTT is
v ¼

2  r1  r2 ðr2

r1 Þ

ðr1 þ r2 Þ

2

ð28Þ

:

Then from (26) no timeouts will occur if
ri <

2  r1  r2 2  K  r1  r2 ðr2
þ
r1 þ r2
ðr1 þ r2 Þ2

r1 Þ

for ri 2 fr1 ; r2 g:

ð29Þ
From the assumption that r1 6 r2 , it follows that
r1 6 r, and (29) is always satisﬁed for ri ¼ r1 .
Therefore, a timeout can only occur when ri ¼ r2 .
If the ratio of RTTs is expressed as q, where
r2
r2
q¼
ð30Þ
or r1 ¼ ;
r1
q
no timeouts will occur if
"
#
1
Kðq 1Þ
r2 < 2  r2
þ
:
q þ 1 ðq þ 1Þ2

ð31Þ

This restricts q to
1<q<2K

N

k¼1

Similarly, the average deviation in RTT is

ð20Þ
Ri j;

795

1

or

1<

r2 b1  p2
¼
<2K
r1 b2  p1

1:
ð32Þ
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In other words, for two paths using equal packet
sizes and the typical value of K ¼ 4, the path
bandwidths can vary by up to a factor of 7 and no
timeouts will occur.
When packet sizes are not equal, (32) places the
following upper bound on the ratio of path
bandwidths, denoted /:
/¼

b1 p1
< ð2  K
b2 p2

1Þ:

ð33Þ

The signiﬁcance of constraint (33) is that the ratio
of packet sizes eﬀectively scales the timeout
threshold, which then allows a greater bandwidth
disparity to be tolerated. For example, consider
using a 1 Mbps wireless LAN connection together
with a 40 Kbps cellular phone modem. In this case
the ratio of bandwidths of the two paths is 25.
Therefore, to avoid timeouts, the packet size ratio
must be set greater than (25/7):1 as dictated by (33).
We would like to point out that in many cases it
is possible to appropriately size packets sent along
diﬀerent paths in a manner completely transparent
to TCP by fragmenting at the IP layer. Assuming
suﬃciently large packet sizes, each packet which
TCP sends down to IP could be fragmented into
the appropriate number of pieces, each of correct
size. These fragments could then be distributed
across paths in the right proportions so that (33) is
satisﬁed. This fragmenting is, however, slightly
more involved than the normal IP fragmentation
needed when forwarding between networks with
diﬀerent MTUs and interferes with the path MTU
discovery mechanism used by TCP.
Note that the restrictions from (33) only apply
if the paths are bandwidth dominated, i.e. if
p=b  s in (18). Propagation and queuing delays
at intermediate routers as well as the ACK reception time all contribute to s. If the size of all
packets, including the largest packet size which
will be sent on the highest bandwidth path, are
such that p=b < s then the paths are no longer
bandwidth dominated. In this case, RTTs are
dominated by s which is probably similar for all
paths. In other words, the RTTs are approximately equalized thereby making it possible to
stripe the connection across all paths without incurring timeouts, irrespective of the bandwidth
ratios involved.

4.1.2. The eﬀect smoothed values have on RTO
Note that use of the exact mean values, r and v,
in (26) is an idealized approximation. In reality the
smoothed estimates for RTT and deviation in
RTT from (20) and (21) play an substantial role in
determining what diﬀerence in RTTs will cause
timeouts. We extracted the TCP RTO timer code
from the FreeBSD kernel to evaluate the eﬀect of
this smoothing.
A sequence of 100,000 RTT values was given as
input to the RTO timer code. This sequence was
generated by assuming two paths with bandwidths
b1 and b2 . Packets were probabilistically striped
across the two paths, where the probabilities corresponded to bandwidth fractions in accordance
with (22). Packets sent on the ﬁrst and second
paths were assumed to have sizes p1 and p2 respectively. The RTT value for a packet was then
determined based on its size and the bandwidth of
the path it was sent on. If the RTT exceeded the
smoothed RTO from the RTO timer code, deﬁned
in (19), it was considered a timeout.
For equal sized packets, the fraction of packets
sent on the lower bandwidth path that lead to
timeouts as a function of path bandwidth ratio, /,
is show in Fig. 2(a). The curve labeled ‘‘Ideal’’ in
the ﬁgure corresponds to ideal behavior as predicted by (33). That is, no timeouts occur for
bandwidth ratios of / < 7 and timeouts occur
for 100% of the packets for / P 7, resulting in a
step-function. The curve labeled ‘‘Actual’’ shows
the results from the RTO timer for K ¼ 4 and the
default values of a ¼ 7=8 and b ¼ 3=4 for the
smoothing coeﬃcients in (20) and (21). The plot
shows that using smoothed RTT values for the
RTO estimation causes more timeouts than predicted by the ideal curve. This demonstrates that
smoothing has a signiﬁcant impact on the number
of timeouts. To further clarify the impact of
smoothing we have also included the curve labeled ‘‘a ¼ 0:99, b ¼ 0:99’’ which approximates
the idealized step function much better than the
default values. This curve is included only to
conﬁrm the analytical results, where by having
such high smoothing coeﬃcients the long-term
averages are tracked more closely and the inﬂuence of short-term transient ﬂuctuations is diminished.
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Fig. 2. Lower bandwidth path packet timeout percentage.

As previously mentioned, packet sizes can be
adjusted to equalize RTTs. To test this hypothesis
we conducted the same set of experiments for a
packet size ratio of 5:1 with the results shown in
Fig. 2(b). Note that both experimental plots in Fig.
2(b) indicate that the bandwidth ratio threshold
has been scaled by the packet size ratio of 5:1,
thereby conﬁrming (33).

From (20), a sequence of T sampled RTT values
r1 ; r2 ; . . . ; rT leads to the system of equations given
below:

4.1.3. Periodic smoothed RTT and RTO values
As Fig. 2 illustrates, the use of smoothed RTT
and deviation in RTT values in the retransmission
timeout calculation leads to a signiﬁcant discrepancy between the predicted and actual bandwidth
ratios that avoid timeouts. When packets are
striped non-deterministically according to a given
probability distribution, the empirical limit on the
maximum tolerable bandwidth ratio is much less
than what (33) predicts. In order to see how this
might aﬀect an actual packet striping implementation we now consider the special case when
sampled RTT values form a repeating periodic
sequence. This can occur when packets are striped
among available paths by a deterministic scheduling algorithm which distributes data in approximate accordance with (14), for example deﬁcit or
surplus round-robin (DRR, SRR) [15,32].
In such a scenario suppose the sampled RTT
values repeat every T packets, that is for the ith
sampled RTT value ri , riþT ¼ ri . This in turn makes
the steady-state smoothed RTT values repeat with a
period of T , or RiþT ¼ Ri . In this case exact expressions for the steady state smoothed values of
RTT and deviation in RTT can be found as follows.

Noting that R0 ¼ RT , this system of equations can
be expressed in matrix form as

R1 ¼ a  R0 þ ð1
..
.
RT ¼ a  RT

1

aÞr1

þ ð1

R1

a  R0 ¼ ð1
..
.

RT

a  RT

or
aÞrT

1

aÞr1

¼ ð1

aÞrT :

ð34Þ

AR ¼ r;

ð35Þ

where R corresponds to the smoothed RTT values,
r is the sampled RTT sequence, and A is a T  T
matrix determined by
8
if j ¼ i;
>
<1
ð36Þ
Aij ¼
a if j ¼ ði 2modT Þ þ 1;
>
:
0
otherwise:
Expression (35) then becomes
2
32 3
R1
1
a
R2 7
6 a 1
76
7
6
76
¼ ð1
.
.
6
4
5 4 .. 7
.. ..
. 5
a 1
RT
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ
ﬄ}
A

R

2

3
r1
6 r2 7
6 7
aÞ 6 .. 7 :
4 . 5
rT
|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
r

ð37Þ
Since A is non-singular, the steady-state smoothed
RTT values can be found as
R ¼ ð1

aÞA 1 r:

ð38Þ
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The structure of A leads to the following solution for the smoothed RTT values given by (38):

The smoothed RTT just prior to when the T th
packet is sent on the lower bandwidth path is then

T
1 a X
rk  aði
Ri ¼
1 aT k¼1

aT 1 Þr1 þ ðaT 1 aT Þr2
:
ð44Þ
1 aT
The smoothed deviation in RTT needed for (42),
VT 1 , can then be found from (40) and (43) and by
noting that the smoothed RTT is bounded by
r1 6 Ri 6 r2 . This then becomes

ð1 bÞðr2 r1 Þ ð1 aÞðaT abT 1 Þ
VT 1 ¼
a b
ð1 bT Þð1 aT Þ

þ bT 1 ða aT Þ :

k mod T Þ

ð39Þ

:

The steady-state smoothed deviation in RTT values, from (21), can be expressed in a similar
manner as
Vi ¼

T
1 b X
jrk
1 bT k¼1

Rk j  bði

k mod T Þ

:

ð40Þ

Therefore from (19), (39), and (40), a periodic sequence of sampled RTT values will not result in
any steady-state timeouts if
r i < Ri

1

þ K  Vi

1

for 1 6 i 6 T ;

ð41Þ

where R0 ¼ RT and V0 ¼ VT .
4.1.4. A periodic two path example
From (41) the exact distribution of timeouts can
be eﬃciently found for any periodic sequence of
sampled RTTs. To see how this actually manifests
itself, an example two path scenario is considered
in an analogous manner to Section 4.1.1. In this
case packets are split between two paths in a deterministic periodic fashion. Assume T 1 consecutive packets are sent on the ﬁrst path having a
RTT of r1 followed by a single packet sent on the
second path with RTT r2 , where r1 6 r2 . In other
words, the ﬁrst path is assumed to be of higher
bandwidth than the second, and the packets sent
generate a periodic pattern of RTT values which
repeats every T packets. In this periodic two path
case a retransmission timeout will only occur for a
packet sent on the lower bandwidth path when
r2 > RTOT . From (41), the condition necessary to
avoid timeouts is then
r 2 < RT

1

þ K  VT 1 ;

ð42Þ

which can be determined explicitly from (39) and
(40).
The ith smoothed RTT from (39) can be simpliﬁed and expressed as
ai mod T ð1
Ri ¼ r 1 þ
1

aÞðr2
aT

r1 Þ

:

ð43Þ

RT

1

¼

ð1

ð45Þ
To ensure that the fraction of data sent on each
path is consistent with (14), the period T must
depend on both the packet sizes used for each path
and the path bandwidths. From (14), the fraction
of data sent on each path equals the ratio of that
pathÕs bandwidth to total bandwidth, or if di is the
amount of data sent on path i:
d1
b1
¼
or
d1 þ d2 b1 þ b2
n1  p 1
p1 =r1
¼
;
n1  p1 þ n2  p2 p1 =r1 þ p2 =r2

ð46Þ

where bi , ni , and pi are respectively the bandwidth,
number of packets, and packet size for path i. This
results in
n1 r2
¼ :
ð47Þ
n2 r1
Therefore, for every packet sent on the lower
bandwidth path (n2 ¼ 1) there are n1 ¼ r2 =r1
packets sent on the higher bandwidth path, or by
letting q ¼ r2 =r1 the period of the repeating sequence becomes
T ¼ q þ 1:

ð48Þ

From (44), (45), and (48) the retransmission
timeout condition necessary to avoid timeouts,
(42), can be expressed equivalently as
ðq


1Þ 1


Kað1 bÞ ð1
1 bqþ1 ð1

aÞðaq
aq Þða

bq Þ
þ bq
bÞ


< 0:

ð49Þ
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This can be solved numerically for the default
values of a ¼ 7=8, b ¼ 3=4, and K ¼ 4 which, for
the range of interest (q P 1), gives
1 < q < 4:386   

or 1 <

b1  p2
< 4:386    :
b2  p1
ð50Þ

Expressed in terms of path bandwidth ratio, /, the
upper bound becomes
p1
4:386    :
p2

/<

ð51Þ

In other words for this simple periodic case,
smoothed RTT and deviation in RTT values reduce the tolerable path bandwidth disparity from
the factor of 7 predicted by (32) to approximately
a factor of 4. (When equal sizes packets are sent on
both paths and typical values are used for the TCP
constants.)
This is veriﬁed experimentally in the manner
described in Section 4.1.2, with the results shown
in Fig. 3. In this case packets are split deterministically between the two paths using the SRR
scheduling algorithm [15]. As in Fig. 2, the tolerable bandwidth ratio is scaled by the ratio of
packet sizes used. However, due to the deterministic nature of the sampled RTT values, there is a
strict maximum bandwidth ratio which will not
cause spontaneous retransmission timeouts in
steady state. Note that in some cases the SRR
scheduling algorithm gives rise to a more complicated periodic sequence than the T 1 packets

followed by 1 packet used in the analytical model,
for example when the ratio of path RTTs, q, is
non-integer. For this reason the data plotted in
Fig. 3 diﬀers slightly from what (51) predicts.
4.2. TCP fast retransmissions
As mentioned at the beginning of this section,
the second mechanism that can cause a lower
bandwidth path to drag down a higher bandwidth
path is the fast retransmission and recovery algorithms found in almost every TCP implementation
today. These algorithms are independent of the
regular timeout mechanisms. A TCP sender using
the fast retransmit algorithm infers that a packet
was lost after receiving a suﬃcient number of duplicate ACKs, typically 3. Since a lost packet implies congestion, congestion avoidance procedures
are then invoked. This mechanism can be falsely
triggered, i.e. when no packet loss has occurred,
when out-of-order packets are received by the
destination. This can happen frequently in our
bandwidth aggregation scheme, since multiple
packets may be received from higher bandwidth
paths while a packet sent on a lower bandwidth
path remains in ﬂight. Note that even when delayed ACKs are used, a TCP receiver will immediately generate an ACK for each out-of-order
packet it receives.
The maximum number of legitimate duplicate
ACKs (not caused by packet loss) that a TCP sender using our bandwidth aggregation scheme can
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expect is characterized as follows. Assuming a TCP
receiver processing packets in the order of reception, the number of duplicate ACKs generated will
equal the number of packets received on all other
paths while a single packet is in ﬂight on the path
with the largest one-way latency. More speciﬁcally,
let lk be the one-way latency of path k, which is
greater than or equal to the one-way latency of any
other path, or for bandwidth dominated paths


p1 p2
pN
lk ¼ max
; ;...;
:
ð52Þ
b1 b2
bN
The maximum number of duplicate ACKs are
then generated when packets are continually
streaming in from all other paths. Noting that the
number of packets received from path i in time lk
is lk  bi =pi , the number of duplicate ACKs in this
case, DupACKs, is then

N 
N
X
X
bi
bi
DupACKs ¼
lk
1: ð53Þ
1 6 lk
p
pi
i
i¼1
i¼1
When equal sized packets are used for all paths,
this upper bound becomes
DupACKs 6

N
1 X
bi
bk i¼1

1;

ð54Þ

where bk is the minimum path bandwidth. For the
two path scenario, the right side of (54) simply
becomes the ratio of path bandwidths making
DupACKs 6 /.
The impact that the fast retransmit and recovery
algorithms have on TCP performance when persistent packet reordering occurs is illustrated in Fig.
4. This plot presents simulation data generated by
the ns-2 network simulator [33]. The two path scenario was considered, where the total raw bandwidth between the two communicating nodes was
20 Mbps and the bandwidth ratio of the two paths
varied from 1 6 / 6 15 in integral steps. Equal sized
packets of 1000 bytes were split deterministically
between the paths using the SRR algorithm to
conform with (14). Each data point shown is the
average of 10 runs, each lasting 4 simulated minutes. The portion of total raw bandwidth realized
by TCP is shown, as well as the number of fast retransmissions, as a function of bandwidth ratio.
The number of fast retransmissions is represented
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Fig. 4. Simulated TCP throughput for ﬁxed raw bandwidth.

as a percentage found by dividing the number of
fast retransmissions that occurred by the number of
packets sent on the lower bandwidth path. Clearly
TCP experiences a signiﬁcantly performance degradation corresponding to the sudden increase in
fast retransmissions (due to duplicate ACKs) for
bandwidth ratios of / P 3.
One way fast retransmissions might be avoided
is by sending packets out of order. For instance,
assume that there are two paths between the
source and destination with a bandwidth ratio
/ ¼ 4. As per (14), the optimal distribution in this
case is 1 packet on the lower bandwidth path for
every 4 packets transmitted on the higher bandwidth path. If packet 1 is transmitted ﬁrst on the
lower bandwidth path followed by packets 2, 3, 4,
and 5 on the higher bandwidth path, the reception
of packet 4 will generate a third duplicate ACK
causing the fast retransmission of packet 1. The
solution to this problem is to ﬁrst send packet 5 on
the lower bandwidth path and then transmit
packets 1, 2, 3, and 4 on the higher bandwidth
path. Assuming that TCP sends an adequate
number of segments to the network layer, the
proposed out-of-order transmission can be done
transparently by the network layer. However, the
network layer must then understand TCP segment
numbers.
4.3. TCP performance summary
We conclude this section by summarizing ways
of tuning TCPs behavior. From the discussion
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above, TCP can be optimized in several ways
which include the following:
ii(i) Use large window sizes to accommodate all
packets when using multiple paths which have
high bandwidth ratios.
i(ii) Reduce the packet size p appropriately for
each path to reduce the bandwidth domination of RTTs.
(iii) Use high RTO values by either allowing a
greater variation in RTT or by conﬁguring
somewhat high absolute minimum values.
As shown above, the default value of K allows
for a bandwidth ratio of 7 when equal sized
packets are used. However, a value of K ¼
13 covers paths with bandwidth ratios up
to 25.
(iv) Use TCP Vegas or other enhanced TCP versions that mitigate the eﬀect of slow-start.
i(v) Allow sending packets out of order to avoid
fast retransmissions.
Note that all the above modiﬁcations and optimizations can be conﬁned to the sender side alone.
They preserve the end-to-end TCP semantics and
will transparently inter-operate with any standard
TCP receiver.

5. Implementation and results
We have tested a proof-of-concept implementation where the sender and receiver were connected
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by two logical paths. We implemented the previously described tunneling mechanism on a FreeBSD sender and receiver. The dummynet facility
[34] was used in our experiments. This allows the
kernel to route packets through logical paths based
on speciﬁed probabilities.
For our experiments we created two logical
paths over a single physical path. We would like to
emphasize that it would be just as easy to run the
experiment across two distinct physical paths. The
logical implementation we chose oﬀered a greater
ﬂexibility in controlling both the bandwidth of
each path and the probabilities with which each
path was chosen, which in turn determined packet
distribution.
The ﬁrewalling mechanisms provided by FreeBSD were exploited on the sending side to set the
proper source address for each packet and to encapsulate packets going through one of the paths. In
this case equal sized 1500 byte packets were split
probabilistically between two paths. The receiving
side was conﬁgured to strip encapsulating headers as
needed. Further details regarding the experimental
setup have been omitted for the sake of brevity.
The experimental results are illustrated in Fig.
5(a) and (b). These ﬁgures show TCP bandwidth
as a function of available raw bandwidth, which
refers to the total bandwidth (from both paths)
between the source and the destination. TCP
bandwidth was measured using the netperf
benchmarking package [35].
Fig. 5(a) shows the case when the bandwidth of
both paths is equal. The three curves illustrate the
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raw bandwidth values, about 3 Mbps and below,
some timeouts do occur which is consistent with
the data from Fig. 2(a). This is due to the probabilistic splitting and the eﬀect of using smoothed
RTT values as previously explained. In this case,
timeouts do cause the lower bandwidth path to
drag down the higher bandwidth path somewhat.
For raw bandwidths above about 3 Mbps the
RTTs of both paths drop to suﬃciently low values,
which in turn causes the RTO values to drop
below 1 s. The version of the FreeBSD kernel used
for these experiments imposed a lower limit of 1 s
for RTO, below which timeouts will not occur.
Note that the paths are still bandwidth dominated,
i.e. path RTTs are still dominated by bandwidth,
but the timeout values are now suﬃciently large to
accommodate the variation in RTT which prevents timeouts. The net result is that connection
striping across the two paths provides greater
overall bandwidth than when using the higher
bandwidth path by itself. This demonstrates that
the proposed mechanism can work for even
bandwidth dominated paths, assuming TCP
timeouts can be mitigated.
To further investigate the limitations of our
bandwidth aggregation scheme, TCP performance
was investigated over a range of bandwidth ratios
while the total raw bandwidth available was held
constant. These experiments were again performed
with two network paths between communicating
hosts, however tunneling was omitted due to its
negligible impact. This time equal sized 1500 byte
packets were split deterministically between the

bandwidth TCP achieves as a percentage of the
total raw bandwidth when only one path is used,
when both paths are used without tunneling, and
when both paths are used with tunneling. As expected, over several orders of magnitude TCP realizes roughly twice the bandwidth when both
paths are used simultaneously compared to when
only a single path is used. The similarity between
the tunneling and non-tunneling curves shows
that the impact of tunneling on TCP performance
is negligible. Since a standard TCP connection
is equivalent to using only a single path, this
demonstrates that the proposed bandwidth aggregation mechanism can, in principle, deliver additional bandwidth to the application level.
To test the more general eﬃcacy of the proposed mechanism we carried out experiments
using two paths of diﬀerent bandwidths. From the
previous analysis for bandwidth dominated paths
that have disparate bandwidths, the default value
of K ¼ 4 in most TCP implementations will ideally
allow connection striping across paths with
bandwidth ratio of / < 7 without incurring timeouts. For our experiments we selected a bandwidth
ratio of / ¼ 3 in order to have a reasonable difference in path bandwidths while at the same time
pushing the upper limit of the default tolerance for
duplicate ACKs before fast retransmissions might
occur. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5(b) with
the curves being analogous to those in Fig. 5(a).
The data shows that despite a 3:1 bandwidth
disparity, the simultaneous use of both paths can
yield better performance. For data points at low
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two paths. The results are shown in Fig. 6(a) and
(b). Both plots show the TCP bandwidth achieved
when both paths are used, and when only the
higher bandwidth path alone is used. These results
agree closely with (51) and Fig. 3(a), showing that
a bandwidth ratio of around 4 can be tolerated
when deterministic packet splitting is employed.

6. Conclusions
We have proposed a novel mechanism to simultaneously stream data across multiple IP paths
in order to aggregate their bandwidth. It is applicable to connectionless communication (UDP) as
well as for striping data from a TCP connection
across multiple IP paths. We have investigated its
performance and experimentally validated the
analytical results. This work was motivated by
practical considerations, since ubiquitous network
access is becoming a reality as the number of
wireless communication technologies continues to
grow. It is therefore clear that in the near future
there will be multiple transport conduits available
to many users. Our analysis and supporting data
demonstrate that the proposed mechanism works
well in most scenarios of practical interest.
Future work includes implementing all of the
TCP modiﬁcations and optimizations mentioned
above and further detailed simulations in wireless
and mobile scenarios. Another approach to
bandwidth aggregation would be to implement
load sharing in SCTP and compare its performance with the currently proposed mechanism.
Lastly, the ability to dynamically add or delete IP
addresses from an active connection between
endpoints having multiple network interfaces
could lead to security hazards which warrant further investigation.
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